
Name Points Title

Chris Zahnzinger 16 Squire

Kjerstie Lindeloff 14 Squire

David Bussiere 2 Squire

Paul Kelly 10 Squire

Bill Seamans 8 Squire

Battlelore 2nd Edition Nobility Round Table Games  May, 2017

as of 5/1/17

Each game has its own leaderboard, but there is also an overall leaderboard
For each individual game if there are at least 10 active players:
The top ranked player is deemed the Duke or Duchess and is granted two privileges; $5 off an event if at least 6 non -staff players play and 10% off all related 
products for that specific game
The 2nd ranked player is deemed the Count or Countessand is granted 8% off all related products
The 3rd and 4th ranked players are deemed the Viscount or Viscountess and are granted 6% off all related products
The remaining top 25% of the total players are deemed the Barons or Baronesses and are granted 4% off all related products
(discounts apply only to product not already discounted)

You are awarded 1 point for a loss and 1 additional point for each higher place you have reached at a game's end (for example in a 3 person game the points 
would be 1, 2 and 3 for third, second, and first place, respectively. Cooperative game points are shared among the winners, as are points when the game 
wins.
Weights for individual game boards are heavier for league and events days.
Games may be played at any time but results must be submitted immediately after each game with the names of the players, scor es, factions/ teams (if 
applicable), date and start and end times.

For the overall Board Game category:
If you are at the top of the overall board game category at the end of the month you will win a free Grail card (an $11 value )
Each place below the top spot will be awarded 10 Chivalry points multipled by their placement (10 points for last, 20 points for next up, 30 for the spot above 
that, etc.)
You are still awarded 1 point for a loss and 1 additional point for each higher place you have reached at a game's end (for e xample in a 3 person game the 
points would be 1, 2 and 3 for third, second, and first place, respectively. Cooperative game points are shared among the winners, as are points when the 
game wins.
For the overall board, however, points are also multiplied by the game's complexity rating per boardgamegeek.com and the aver age time of a game.

The boards will re-set each month (this may vary depending on activity), but historical data will be retained for special events



5/1/2017 Board Game Monday Game 1 1 6 2 12

Bill Seamans 1 1 0 3 2 6

Paul Kelly 1 1 0 3 2 6

David Bussiere 1 1 0 3 2 6

Chris Zahnzinger 1 1 0 3 2 6

Kjerstie Lindeloff 1 1 0 3 2 6

5/1/2017 Board Game Monday Chris Zahnzinger 1 1 nr 5 2 10

Kjerstie Lindeloff 1 1 nr 4 2 8

David Bussiere 1 1 nr 3 2 6

Paul Kelly 1 1 nr 2 2 4

Bill Seamans 1 1 nr 1 2 2

date Event Player win loss weight
total 

points
played score points


